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Upcoming Events:

Nifty Intra-week Chart

The Nifty ended the week in red. It reacted down exactly from the higher end of the predefined range 10,540-10,940, weekly high was 10,985.
Failed attempt to rise above the previous established high followed by brutal selling off towards ending the week might be an early indication of
further correction. Also, Bank Nifty reacting down exactly from the up-trending channel resistance placed around 27,400 is the concern. Further,
thorough technical study of the weekly as well as the daily chart patterns suggests; the Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is
expected to be 10,850-10,600.
The Nifty on daily chart ended 1.81% down at 10,754.00. It opened flat and reacted down from day’s high 10,963 followed by sustained selling
off across the sectors. Ending the week with a huge bearish Marubozu candle is pointing towards bearish reversal. However, after such a vigorous sell off in a single session, the benchmark index is likely to get into a consolidation phase in the first half of the week. The consolidation band
is likely to be 10,850 -10,700. However, as the chart pattern suggests, the benchmark may continue facing resistance on rise around 10,850
levels. Breaking down 10,700 (200D EMA) may take the index towards 10,600 levels.
On the weekly chart, it ended 0.47% down below 10,800 mark. It kicked started the week on a stronger note towards touching the high of
10,985, however, vigorous sell off on the last session of the week led the benchmark index below 10,800 mark. Ending the week with a bearish
shooting candle implies profit booking on rise, which might be resulting in further sell off on counter pullback. Hence, bearish momentum is
likely to sustain as long as it trades below 10,850. Midway resistance is placed around 10,800.

Domestic: India’s Foreign Exchange
Reserve for the week ended December
21, 2018.
Global: The U.S. MBA Mortgage
Application for the week ended
December 21, 2018., The U.S. Existing
Home Sales for November 2018., The
U.S. Current Account Balance for Q3
2018., China Industrial Profits for
November 2018., Japan Construction
Orders for November 2018., The U.S.
New Home Sales for November 2018.,
The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for
December 22, 2018., Japan
Unemployment Rate for November
2018., Japan Industrial Production and
Retail Sales for November 2018., The
U.S. Pending Home Sales for November
2018.

Nifty patterns on multiple time frames show; the benchmark index finished off the week on a weaker note which is pointing towards further
correction. Weakening global trend is pointing towards the Nifty may continue facing resistance on rise around 10,800 and 10,850 levels. On an
extended note, Nifty broader trading range for the coming week is expected to be 10,850-10,600.

Open positional calls-

Nifty pivotal supports & resistances for the coming weekSupports- 10700, 10600 Resistances- 10800, 10850

T+2 Positional BuyFuture Segment: TATA MOTORS
Fut on dips @ 177, TGT- 185, SL173
T+3 Positional SellFuture Segment: CAN BANK Fut on
rise @ 267, TGT- 257, SL- 272
T+3 Positional SellFuture Segment: INDIAN BANK Fut
on rise @ 244, TGT- 234, SL- 249
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Intraday Chart of Sensex

Market Turnover (In Crore) 21-12-2018
Name

Last

FII Derivatives Flow (In Crore) 21-12-2018

Previous

Instrument

Purchase

Sale

Net

NSE Cash

36061.71

30815.95

Index Future

4383.71

4699.42

-315.71

NSE F&O

958378.42

1822475.52

Index Option

104304.75

102676.58

1628.16

BSE Cash

2,881.27

3,272.12

Stock Future

27508.32

28712.67

-1204.35

BSE F&O

0.18

0.18

Stock Option

9479.93

9601.02

-121.09

NIFTY Top Gainers
Name

%1D

Institutional Flow (In Crore) 21-12-2018

%5D

HPCL

2.29 10.01

BPCL

0.96

Power Grid

Day Vol

Avg 5 Day Vol

13,208,463.00

7,007,458.00

8.50

5,232,821.00

3,820,820.00

0.53

6.03

4,906,476.00

7,636,971.00

Tata Motors

0.09

5.57

23,742,481.00

16,798,560.00

JSW Steel

0.23

5.08

6,808,600.00

5,686,591.00

Institution Purchase Sale

%1D

%5D

Day Vol

1.46

3.64

2,410,103.00

1,437,079.00

UPL

4.46

3.81

3,492,197.00

1,471,336.00

TCS

2.98

4.72

3,729,956.00

1,981,907.00

Infosys

3.13

8.48

12,802,132.00

8,472,212.00

Zee Enterprise

3.06

8.51

5,119,793.00

7,669,686.00

FII

6527.14

6393

134.14

1040.99

880.62

DII

3984.76

4473.31

-488.55

-1141.49

-755.79

Indian equity benchmarks plunged along with global markets overshadowing gains from decline in oil prices and expectation of easier monetary policy domestically. Sensex fell
1.89% or 690 points to 35,742 and the Nifty dropped 1.81%
or 198 points to 10,754.

Avg 5 Day Vol

Grasim Industries

Net Mnth

Market in Retrospect

NIFTY Top Losers
Name

Net (Last Day) Net Wk

Nifty IT was the top sectoral loser, losing by 4.33%, followed
by Nifty Media which was down by 3.76%. Nifty PSU Banks
were the top gainer, gaining by 1.84% followed by Nifty
Metal which was up by 1.60%.

Bulk and Block Deals

HPCL was the top gainer, gaining by 10.01%, followed by
BPCL & Power Grid, which were up by 8.50% & 6.03% respectively. Zee Enterprise was the top loser, losing by 8.51%,
followed by Infosys & TCS, which were down by 8.48% &
4.72% respectively.

https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/equities/bulk.htm
http://www.bseindia.com/markets/equity/EQReports/
BulknBlockDeals.aspx
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MSCI Indices
World
ACWI
Asia Pacific
EM

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
1862.82
1.58
4.10
6.14 15.33
11.33
15.41 14.14
2.11 2.05
450.83
1.49
3.77
5.62 14.59
11.81
14.81 13.73
2.00 1.96
146.08
1.35
2.06
2.71 12.11
14.83
11.64 11.96
1.33 1.31
959.79
0.81
1.25
1.56
8.72
15.39
11.50 11.25
1.46 1.46

US European In
Dow Jones
NASDAQ
S&P500
CBOE VIX
FTSE100
CAC40
DAX

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
22859.60
1.99
7.06
6.56 14.52
7.76
15.23 14.36
3.55 3.50
6528.41
1.63
7.66
6.37 18.26
6.27
38.91 19.22
3.86 3.84
2467.42
1.58
6.91
6.89 15.78
8.09
16.82 15.13
2.96 2.84
28.68
1.06 32.59
37.88 145.55 198.13
NA
NA
NA
NA
6656.13
0.83
2.76
5.59 11.14
12.47
15.12 11.73
1.56 1.54
4630.42
1.32
4.60
6.94 15.72
14.03
14.30 12.40
1.41 1.36
10522.45
0.84
3.16
6.42 15.35
19.74
11.51 11.73
1.46 1.36

Asian Indices ended on a weaker
note with Nikkei225 losing 5.65%
followed by Hang Seng losing 1.31%.
The BRIC Indices were in negative
territory. Russian and Shanghai fell
by 3.48% and 2.99%, while Sensex
and Nifty fell 0.61% and 0.48% respectively. The indices fell as selloff
in global markets continued after the
US Federal Reserve raised interest
rates and signalled more rate hikes.
NSE VIX ended in 15.99, up by
5.51%.

MSCI Indices ended the week in
the red zone with all the Index
declining. World & ACWI lost
4.10% and 3.77% respectively.
US Indices had a steep fall over the
week amid a negative reaction to
the Fed latest interest rate hike.
NASDAQ lost 7.66% followed by
Dow
Jones
&
S&P500.
CBOE VIX ended at 28.68 up by
32.59%.

Asian Indices
Nikkei225
Hang Seng
STI
Taiwan
KOSPI

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
20166.19
1.11
5.65
6.24 15.52
11.81
13.96 14.62
1.55 1.52
25753.42
0.51
1.31
0.84
7.87
12.31
9.79 10.80
1.20 1.19
3046.04
0.15
1.01
0.24
5.33
9.95
11.28 12.47
1.06 1.06
9676.67
0.02
1.00
0.67 11.81
7.74
12.45 12.60
1.46 1.57
2061.49
0.07
0.38
0.73 11.87
15.16
9.92
8.76
0.84 0.89

BRIC Indices
IBOVESPA
Russian
SHANGHAI Com
SENSEX
NIFTY
NSE VIX

Index
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr PE Ratio Est.PE PB Ratio Est PB
85269.29
0.47
2.92
2.29
7.33
13.49
18.95 12.97
1.82 1.79
1077.68
0.53
3.48
4.41
6.25
4.37
4.85
5.12
0.76 0.76
2516.25
0.79
2.99
5.10 10.05
23.75
11.82 10.35
1.31 1.15
35742.07
1.89
0.61
1.54
2.98
5.88
23.36 20.56
2.94 2.79
10754.00
1.81
0.48
1.45
3.49
3.00
22.07 19.48
2.90 2.73
15.99 11.58
5.51
18.22
2.94
32.33
-

Money Mkt Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr Precious Metals Price
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
ICE LIBOR USD
2.79
0.08
0.44
5.44 18.54 69.89 Gold($/Oz)
1257.88 0.16
1.57
2.60
4.91
0.68
MIBOR
0.31
0.00
0.00
3.13
3.13
6.06 Silver($/Oz)
14.65 0.79
0.52
0.99
2.54
9.21
INCALL
6.45
2.27
2.38
2.27
2.38
7.50
LME
Price
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Energy
Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Copper
6000.00
0.25
2.52
2.98
1.35
14.82
NYMEX Crude 45.67
0.46 10.80
16.40 35.48
21.74 Aluminium
1912.00
0.78
1.04
1.44
6.41
9.90
Natural Gas
3.64
1.59
4.89
18.70 16.26
24.36 Zinc
2540.00
0.04
1.01
0.43
3.46
21.07
Lead
1978.00
0.71
1.49
0.87
1.32
21.66
Agro Cmdty Price %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Nickel
10910.00
0.37
0.55
1.67 13.58
9.39
Coffee
102.10
0.39
0.15
10.52
1.16
25.01
Cotton
75.21
0.20
5.52
4.53
5.41
2.90 Polymer Mkt
Index
%Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Sugar
12.43
0.00
1.74
1.97
6.42
19.39 HDPE
1070.00
0.00
13.36 15.75
11.57
Wheat
522.75
0.14
1.37
3.16
3.33
6.41 LDPE
1000.00
0.00
10.71 10.71
14.53
Soybean
905.50
0.08
0.90
0.98
3.57
7.93 Injection Grade
1060.00
0.00
14.86 15.20
10.17
Forex
USD Index
EUR
GBP
BRL
JPY
INR
CNY
KRW

Rate
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
96.56
0.30
0.90
0.16
2.49
3.52
1.14
0.22
1.02
0.33
2.79
3.82
0.79
0.01
0.57
0.95
3.34
5.76
3.84
1.33
1.21
2.07
6.06
14.25
111.18
0.09
1.99
1.69
1.27
1.93
70.10
0.55
2.57
1.95
3.01
8.61
6.91
0.30
0.03
0.31
0.71
4.65
1122.45
0.47
0.74
0.78
0.63
3.54

US dollar index fell 0.90% over the week after the Fed’s
less dovish forward guidance aggravated the risks of
the US economic slowdown. INR gained 2.57% over
the week after crude oil prices fell to a 14-month low,
easing worries of fiscal slippage and higher inflation.

General purpose
Polystyrene HIPS
Polystyrene GPPS

1090.00
1450.00
1380.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

13.83
6.45
6.76

13.49
11.59
10.97

9.92
7.05
6.76

Shipping Ind Index %Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
Baltic Dry
1318.00
4.35
3.44 30.75
6.72
7.83
BWIRON
140.50
0.59
1.65
9.50
19.54 21.64
SG Dubai HY
3.50 16.67
4.79 48.22
42.81 46.65
Bond Yld 10Y Yield
%Ch1D %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr
US
2.79
0.58
3.44
8.90
8.90 12.39
UK
1.29
1.98
4.11
7.52 16.87
2.30
Brazil
5.16
0.39
0.02
6.67 13.26 12.61
Japan
0.05 74.07 34.29
50.53 64.66 22.95
Aus
2.39
1.92
3.05
11.20 11.63 10.43
India
7.30
0.29
1.95
6.38
9.67
1.14
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Gold ended
in positive
territory,
growing
1.57% while
Silver was
up 0.52%.
In LME Index, Copper
lost 2.52%
over the
week followed by
Aluminium
while Lead
and Nickel
ended in
positive
territory.

News Impact
Domestic News
Update on NALCO since removal of sanctions on Rusal by US Govt.


With the removal of sanctions by US Govt. on Rusal (2nd largest Aluminium maker in the world), the
Aluminium prices have came down to 1 year lows on LME while the spot prices of Alumina are
currently hovering around USD410-420 per tonne. This has resulted in tumbling of major Aluminium
makers across the world fearing a supply glut and diminishing demand and slow growth in China.



NALCO Management gave positive outlook of Aluminium volumes for FY19 of an increase of 25-30K
tonne over last year with their view that the current prices of Aluminium will remain stable as the
Market has discounted the event of removal of sanctions on Rusal. Regarding Alumina prices,
Management views that prices will keep hovering around USD410-420 per tonne levels in near future.



However, we expect that NALCO will be able to post Profits well above INR1700 Cr for FY19 with
slight dip in the 2nd half of the year due to fall in prices of both Aluminium and Alumina.

Vodafone Idea plans to tap global funds, pledge Indus Towers stake
UK’s Vodafone Group Plc and its local partner Aditya Birla Group plan to tap private equity and pension
funds to raise as much as USD1 billion once they pump in USD2.5 billion through a rights issue into
Vodafone Idea Ltd. Vodafone Idea’s net debt stood at USD1.2 trillion as of September, and according to
industry experts, the company urgently needs to shore up its equity base and spend on upgrading its
telecom network to retain its position as the country’s largest telecom operator. Vodafone group plans
raise the entire USD1.5 billion (the UK company’s share in the capital infusion) by pledging its stake in
Indus Towers Ltd, which is in the midst of a merger with Bharti Infratel Ltd. Vodafone Group owns 42%
stake in Indus Towers, which according to estimates is valued at close to USD2.7 billion according to
latest estimates, significantly lower than its peak valuation of USD5 billion earlier this year. Vodafone
Group stake in Indus Towers was not part of the Vodafone-Idea merger, although Idea has transferred its
stake to the merged entity which currently owns 11.15% in Indus Towers.

Adani Australia coal mine plans face further delay
Gautam Adani’s long quest to build a coal mine in the Australian outback faces another setback, with the
Queensland state government refusing to sign off on the company’s plans before further studies into the
project’s environmental impact are complete. The Adani Group would self-finance the controversial
mine, which analysts see as a potential bridge-head for more projects to follow in the remote Galilee
Basin. The region has the potential to more than double Australia’s thermal coal exports, but its
development is fiercely opposed by environmental groups. According to Adani Mining CEO Lucas Dow,
the state government was standing in the way of the mine’s development by changing the rules at the
eleventh hour. Adani can start work on building the rail line to connect Carmichael to Queensland’s
freight network, but cannot start building the mine until the management plans are finalized.
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News Impact
GSK & Pfizer Consumer Healthcare joint venture


In the all Equity Transaction, GSK will have controlling equity interest of 68% & Pfizer will have 32%.



Transaction is expected to close in the second half of 2019. Separation of the JV is expected within 3
yrs. from closing.



The company intends to separate Joint Venture via demerger within 3 yrs. Post transaction. The separation will enable the two resulting companies; one would be focusing on vaccine business and the
other into consumer healthcare.



The intention of demerger is IPO in UK.



The new Joint Venture is likely to generate revenue of around GBP9.8 billion & Integration synergies
are expected to generate annual cost savings of GBP0.5 billion by 2022 for expected cash costs of
GBP0.9 billion and non-cash cost of GBP0.3 billion, targeting net divestment proceeds of GBP1 billion
over 2019-20. Targeted JV adjusted operating Margin in mid is to remain high 20s percentage by
2022.



Earlier GSK & Pfizer worked together in the very successful joint venture ViiV.



The cash flow from new JV will help GSK in making future capital planning and the capacity for investment in the pharma pipeline.



GSK has a Leadership position in Pain Relief, Respiratory and Therapeutic Oral Health.



GSK has strong geographic footprint. GSK is no.1 in US & No.2 in China(according to Nicholas Hall’s
DB6 Global OTC Database)



Popular Brands of GSK are Panadol, Theraflu, Excedrin, Sensodyne, otrivin, Flonase, Polident, Voltaren.



Key brands of Pfizer are Advil, Centrum, Caltrate, Nexium, robitussin, Emergen-C,Chapstck. The combined entity will be a global player in OTC business with leadership position in pain relief, respiratory,
vitamins, minerals and supplements (VMS) and therapeutic oral health.



Pfizer’s portfolio is complementary to GSK portfolio.



GSK has 26% revenue contribution from US, 33% from Europe, 41% from Rest of the World. Where
Pfizer earns 53% revenue from US, 14% from Europe & 33% from rest of the world. The joint entity is
likely to earn 33% from US, 28% from Europe & 39% from Rest of the World.



GSK has the capacity of external innovation that can be leveraged. 30% of the pipeline sourced from
external partnerships. GSK can leverage digital capabilities as the company has a direct tax act deal
with Google which helps to drive efficiencies & effectiveness in digital marketing.
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News Impact


The JV business is coming cash free & Debt free & both parties have agreed to contribute small
amount to make sure the business has the right working capital.



The company expects to reinvest around 25% of the amount into their business to support innovation, brand development and to drive the top line.



Recently sold Horlicks brand to Unilever is outside the scope of the Joint Venture.



The new joint venture will stay debt free until the point to separation. The JV will have a leverage of
3.5-4 net debt to EBITDA. The transaction is conditional upon the approval of shareholders & certain
anti-trust authority.

Modi government to pump USD330 million into Air India after failed sale bid
The government sought Parliament’s approval for an equity infusion of INR2300 crore (USD330 million) in
Air India, effectively ruling out an immediate revival of its plan to sell the ailing carrier. Govt’s bid to turn
the airline profitable under his watch comes after the government failed to find any takers for its ambitious plan to privatize the national airline. Air India, which was offered along with USD5 billion of its debt,
is surviving on taxpayer bailouts after losing money for years.

ONGC approves INR4022 crore share buyback
The board of Oil and Natural Gas Corp. Ltd has approved a share buyback worth INR4022 crore. The share
buyback entails repurchase of 25.29 crore scrips, or 1.97% of all equity, at INR159 apiece. The government has been pushing cash-rich PSUs to use their funds to buy-back shares or pay a higher dividend, to
achieve its fiscal deficit target of 3.3% for 2018-19.

Govt may pump INR1.06 trillion into banks in FY19
The government plans to increase capital infusion into some state-run banks to INR1.06 trillion in the current fiscal. Regarding this, government sought parliamentary approval for INR41000 Cr. of new funds.
Earlier this year it had been granted approval for INR65000 Cr. In 2017, the government had announced a
plan for an infusion of INR2.11 trillion in 20 state banks by March 2019 to meet global regulatory requirements. That included about INR58000 Cr. to be raised by the banks themselves through financial markets
but they have fallen well short of the target, forcing the govt. to come up with more money.

Govt to seek extra INR 40,000 Cr for public sector banks recapitalization
Most state-run banks except SBI, PNB, Bank of Baroda & Indian Bank will be part of recapitalization. Bank
of India, Allahabad Bank, Corporation Bank, Bank of Maharashtra may exit central bank’s corrective action framework on improving numbers. Second supplementary demand for grants may be tabled in Parliament.
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News Impact
ONGC board to consider listing of ONGC Videsh
The board of India’s top explorer, Oil and Natural Gas Corp Ltd, will consider a proposal this week to list
its overseas investment arm, ONGC Videsh Ltd, on domestic bourses. The move to float the unit - which
has investments in 11 producing assets in countries including Russia, Brazil, United Arab Emirates, Sudan
and Venezuela - is part of a government push to sell state assets to raise funds. The company, fully
owned by ONGC, produced 11 percent more oil at 9.35 million tonnes in the last fiscal year while its gas
output increased by about 10 percent at 4.81 billion cubic metres. ONGC Videsh holds reserves of
711.362 million tonnes of oil and oil equivalent gas as on April 1, 2018, according to the company website. Once profit margins and operating profit numbers are known, and in-depth reporting of numbers are
done, ONGC Videsh will obviously see higher valuations. Currently ONGC Videsh is given a value of 15%
on ONGC’s share price.

Maruti Suzuki cuts sales growth forecast to 8% for FY19
Maruti Suzuki India reduced its sales forecast for the ongoing fiscal to 8% from an earlier projection of
double-digit growth. The company cited low demand in the second half of the year due to high interest
rates, increased insurance cost and fuel prices for its downward revision, besides its lack of new model
launch in the volume segment. In the first half of the current fiscal, the company had posted sales growth
of 10.5%, whereas it was flat in the third quarter. In the last five months after the first quarter, sales have
been flat for Maruti, while the industry saw negative growth. Citing historical instances of sales being
lower in a pre-election year and picking up substantially again in the election year, the company said it
was hopeful of better sales in the next fiscal. “According to management, in election years, sales always
go up substantially. MSI’s sales growth was also partly affected this year due to the absence of a new
model launch in the volume segment. Management said that in the January-March period of next year
they will have a new model, which will again push volumes.

GSK to split after folding in Pfizer consumer unit
GlaxoSmithKline plans to split into two businesses — one for prescription drugs and vaccines, the other
for over-the-counter products — after forming a new joint venture with Pfizer’s consumer health division. Emma Walmsley announced that GSK and Pfizer would combine their consumer health businesses
in a joint venture with sales of 9.8 billion pounds ($12.7 billion), 68% owned by the British company, in an
all-equity transaction. GSK said the deal laid the foundation for the creation of two new UK-based global
companies focused on pharma/vaccines and consumer healthcare within three years of the transaction
closing. The new joint venture with Pfizer is expected to generate total annual cost savings of 500 million
pounds by 2022 for expected total cash costs of 900 million and non-cash charges of 300 million. GSK
plans divestments of some 1 billion pounds. In a bid to reassure investors of its financial strength, GSK
extended its guarantee on the dividend by stating it expected to pay unchanged dividends of 80 pence
per share for 2019.
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News Impact
Gold prices fall sharply today, silver rates slump
Gold prices fell sharply today amid muted demand from local jewellers and a rise in rupee’s value against
US dollar. Gold rates fell Rs 210 to Rs 31,850 per 10 gram while silver prices also slumped today on reduced offtake by industrial units. Silver rates declined by Rs 435 to Rs 37,880 per kg. In Delhi, prices of
gold of 99.9% and 99.5% purities declined by Rs 210 each to Rs 31,850 and Rs 31,700 per 10 gram, respectively. Sovereign, however, held steady at Rs 25,000 per piece of 8 gram. Gold prices had risen Rs 60
on Tuesday. Higher global gold prices today capped the fall in domestic gold prices. In global markets,
gold prices rose to five-month high today, supported by a weaker dollar. Spot gold rate hit $1,251.35, the
highest since July 11. Gold traders awaited cues on the rate hike trajectory of US Federal Reserve. The
Fed is widely expected to raise interest rates today but slowing global growth may prompt it to tone
down its stance on monetary tightening.

DHFL to exit mutual fund business DHFL Pramerica
DHFL announced that it will sell its entire stake in mutual fund business DHFL Pramerica Asset Managers
Pvt. Ltd to its JV partner US-based Prudential Financial Inc. Co. will also sell the 50% stake it holds in DHFL
Pramerica Trustees Pvt. Ltd. The Co. and the acquirer have entered into a binding term sheet on 18 December 2018. The proposed transaction is subject to definitive documentation, applicable regulatory and
other approvals and certain other conditions. The announcement to exit the mutual fund business comes
in the wake of the liquidity crunch in India’s NBFC and HFC space, which has impacted the stock price of
many private sector lenders.

Bikes vroom, scooters stuck in slow lane
Poor performance of the entry-level segment, coupled with a high base effect, has resulted in scooter
sales sputtering. Scooters, the darling in the two-wheeler space till January, has trailed motorcycles as
rural buyers preferred bikes more. Ironically, only in January 2018, scooter sales growth was roughly double that of motorcycles. And in April 2017, scooter sales grew over 25%, while that of bikes nearly stalled
at 0.50%. Scooter sales growth started falling behind motorcycles from February 2018. It slipped to such
an extent that in November, the increase in sales of scooter was roughly one-third of that seen in motorcycles. The growth gap has widened over nine months. There are multiple reasons for this, including new
products in different motorcycle segments and the sentiment dip in urban markets, which has also affected demand for cars and SUVs. The recent slowdown in scooters is an early trend, mostly driven by the degrowth in the 100-110cc segment, which form the bulk of the scooter market. On the other hand, the
125cc scooter segment is growing at the cost of 100-110cc versions. In contrast, bikes have been vrooming on the back of a strong rural demand. The motorcycle segment has been getting back on a strong
growth path recently on the back of various drivers, including higher MSPs, strong rural demand and also
due to the launch of several new attractive motorcycles across segments.
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News Impact
Carlyle ahead of peers in race for SBI life stake


US private equity firm Carlyle is closing in to buy a strategic stake in SBI Life Insurance Co as French
insurer BNP Paribas Cardif looks to pare stake to meet regulatory terms for public float.



Carlyle may face competition from peers such as KKR and Singapore’s sovereign fund Temasek Holdings as financial services becomes one of the most preferred investment destinations for global fund
managers in the country.

SEBI makes investing in MFs less pricey


Fee structure that mutual funds charge from the investors has been changed by markets regulator
SEBI.



The regulator has capped the maximum TER for closed-ended equity schemes at 1.25%, and other
than equity schemes at 1%.



The maximum TER for open-ended equity schemes will be 2.25%, and 2% for other open-ended
scheme.



SEBI said the new fee structure would come into force from April 1, 2019.

Vedanta wins NGT favour for re-opening of Copper Smelter Plant in Tuticorin


State Pollution Control Board asked to provide all requisite consents within 3 weeks.



Copper revenues contributed 27% of the consolidated revenues for Vedanta and with the smelter
shut down for months, Company had to import copper for its Cathode Rod production facilities in Silvassa.



However, despite the global prices of Copper higher last year averaging around USD6500 per tonne
for FY18, the EBITDA margins from Copper were only at 5%.



Hence, the re-opening of smelter plant is positive for Vedanta as the company may further expand
the capacity as earlier planned and become more efficient.

Lupin Limited has received approval for its Clobazam Tablets
Pharma major Lupin announced that it has received approval for its Clobazam Tablets, 10 mg and 20 mg
from the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to market a generic version of Lundbeck
Pharmaceuticals, LLC’s Onfi Tablets, 10 mg and 20 mg. Lupin’s Clobazam Tablets, 10 mg and 20 mg is the
generic version of Lundbeck Pharmaceuticals, LLC’s Onfi Tablets, 10 mg and 20 mg. It is indicated for the
adjunctive treatment of seizures associated with Lennox-Gastaut syndrome (LGS) in patients 2 years of
age or older.
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News Impact
Kamat Hotels & Royal Orchid Hotels Management @CNBC TV18
ICRA says Hospitality sector to grow by 10-12% in FY19 and 9%-10% till FY2022
1. Royal Orchid Hotels – Amit Jaiswal: CFO


The demand supply dynamics is favorable and the business has picked up post Diwali. The Company is
having occupancy of 76%-77%.



Mr. Jaiswal expects another 2%-3% hike in occupancy in Q4.



The Company expected a 10% improvement in ARR, however it has not happened yet however the
management is hopeful of the same by Q4.



The leisure markets are performing really well. Goa property and others having occupancy of more
than 80%



ROHL is having a run rate of 10%-12% improvement in the topline.



The land parcel in Pawai, Mumbai is in advanced stage where the company has already received the
DP and they are undertaking the due-diligence. The management expects the deal to be complete by
March’19. The estimated proceeds from the sale is INR50 crores.

2. Kamat Hotels – Vishal Kamat: Director


The demand supply dynamics is favorable right now.



Occupancy at around 67% and it will further increase depending on the different markets. During Diwali business was muted on a Y-o-Y basis due to weak market sentiments.



Properties in Mumbai Goa having occupancies of 80%.



The company has not added any room inventory for the last couple of years however they plan to increase their room count to around 2000 from 1250.



The management has reduced debt from INR500 to INR350 and the process will continue.

Brookfield to buy Leela hotels


Canada’s Brookfield Asset Management is close to buying at least four of five luxury hotels and a large
land parcel in Agra owned by debt-ridden Hotel Leela venture Ltd for about INR4500 crore.



Hotel Leelaventure has been looking to sell some of its hotels and assets such as land for the last fourfive years to pare debt. The bulk of the proceeds from the transaction would be used to repay its debt
which stands at around INR3799 crores.



The potential deal with Brookfield comes when most of the big hotel chains are increasingly adopting
an asset-light model and selling their assets to either fund growth plans or trim debt.



The deal will mark Brookfield Asset Management’s entry into India’s hospitality sector and give a major boost to Hotel Leelaventure. Brookfield is likely to put up a fresh team to run Leela, but they will
not extinguish the brand Leela.
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News Impact
Balmer Lawrie invests INR250 crores in warehousing
Balmer Lawrie is deploying its land assets to streamline operations. Under a plan prepared by PWC entailing an investment of INR250 crore, it is developing two more cold storage chains and three temperaturecontrolled warehouses and three general warehouses – each with 3,800 tonnes of storage facility—
besides a multi-modal logistics park at Visakhapatnam.

ABB sells Power Grids to Hitachi in USD11 billion deal
ABB will sell 80.1% of its Power Grids division to Japan’s Hitachi. The Co. will return net cash proceeds of
USD7.6-7.8 billion from the deal to shareholders. According to the Co., the transaction put the Power
Grids business’s enterprise value at USD11 billion and the Co. has also mentioned that it would be modifying the structure of its remaining businesses. That reshuffle will result in roughly USD500 million annual
run-rate cost reductions following USD500 million in restructuring charges. ABB will initially retain 19.9%
of Power Grids, with the deal including an exit option at fair market value with a floor price set at 90% of
the enterprise value, exercisable by ABB three years after closing. The acquisition would allow Hitachi to
boost its global presence in the power grid industry, while ABB, which also makes industrial robots, wants
to offload its least profitable division to focus on areas such as automation.

Power Mech Projects bags orders worth INR245 crore
The company has received letter of intent/work orders for structural and architectural works of main
plant area of unit 1 at 2x800 megawatt (MW) Uppur Super Critical Thermal Power Project, Ramanathapuram District, Tamil Nadu for a total contract value of INR136 crore. The company announced that it has
also secured an operation and maintenance contract for 2X800 MW coal based Yeramarus Thermal Power Station for a period of 30 months at Chikkasugur, Raichur District, Karnataka for a contract value of
INR109 crore.

Havell’s plans to invest INR1,500 cr in five years


Havell’s India Ltd has firmed up plans to invest INR1,500 crore in five years, including INR360 cr into
the AC manufacturing unit, under its Lloyd’s brand. The air conditioner unit coming up in Ghilot in Rajasthan, about 100 km from Delhi will be operational by March 2019. It will have a capacity of 6 lakh
units per year initially according to Anil Rai Gupta, Chairman & Managing Director of the company.



The AC brand Grande series in three models and two variants was launched in Hyderabad for the Telangana State and Andhra Pradesh markets, where the company was witnessing a healthy 30% growth
in its product range over the past few years.



In addition to the total of INR450 cr investment this fiscal, Havell’s is planning to spend INR1,000 cr
more in the next four years on expanding and strengthening its presence in lighting, motors & pumps,
consumer products, industrial segment, geysers, ACs etc.



The last few years challenges posed by demonetisation and GST, which had an impact, have settled
down and the company logged 25 per cent growth in the first 6 months of the present fiscal.
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News Impact
Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited supplied Nuclear power equipment, the 220 MW Unit 1
BHEL-supplied Nuclear power equipment, the 220 MW Unit 1 at the indigenously developed Kaiga Atomic Power Station (KAPS) of Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd (NPCIL), has created a world record for
continuous operation. Significantly, the unit now stands first amongst all kinds of Nuclear power generating stations in the world in terms of uninterrupted operation. Recently, the unit has registered 941 days
of continuous operation, surpassing the earlier world record of 940 days held by Heysham-Unit 2 of the
United Kingdom.

High court denies relief to Kotak Mahindra Bank


The Bombay High court denied relief to Kotak Mahindra Bank regarding RBI’s direction to dilute it’s
promoter shareholding. As per RBIs guideline, Uday Kotak needs to bring down his stake below 20%
from the current 29.73% by Dec 31 2018.



The case has been adjourned till Jan 17, 2019 and the RBI has to respond with its submission before
that day.

BHEL in talks to form JV with US-firm for manufacturing lithium-ion batteries in India
The government is making efforts to manufacture lithium-ion batteries in India in the next one year, and
talks are on between state-run BHEL and a US firm to form a JV in this regard. Right now India imports
100% lithium-ion batteries, but efforts are being made to manufacture them in India within the next one
year. Regarding this, Hong Kong based Kyto Green Technologies announced that it plans to invest USD10
million in India over the next two years and will make the country a hub for exporting to other nations.

Aurobindo Pharma to launch potassium chloride pills in US
Aurobindo Pharma Ltd. announced that it has got the approval of USFDA to make and market potassium
chloride tablets of 600 mg and 750 mg for the US market. The tablet, a generic version of Upsher-Smith's
Klor-Con extended release tablets, would be launched next month. The potassium chloride tablets are
for treating hypokalemia, a condition wherein there is a drop in the potassium-level in the blood. The
drug has an estimated market size of USD 60 million for 12 months ending October 2018.
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News Impact
Global News
Qatar Buys Mexico Oil Stakes From Italy's Eni After Leaving OPEC
Qatar Petroleum is buying stakes in three offshore oil blocks in Mexico from Eni SpA, as the Arab country
signs another global expansion deal after leaving OPEC. Eni and the government-owned energy company
in Qatar, the world’s biggest exporter of liquefied natural gas, will produce about 90,000 barrels of oil a
day from the Amoca, Mizton and Tecoalli fields in the Gulf of Mexico by the end of 2021, Saad Sherida Al
Kaabi, Qatar’s energy minister, said in Doha.

China Aluminum Giant May Flip to Loss Next Year as Outlook Dims
China’s top state-owned aluminum producer could be back in the red in 2019 after four profitable years,
as a slowing economy damps demand for construction, manufacturing and autos. Goldman Sachs Group
Inc. now predicts a net loss for Aluminum Corp. of China Ltd., or Chalco, of 811 million yuan next year,
from an earlier forecast of a 3.9 billion yuan profit, according to a note last week.

Italy to Trim Deficit Goal in Budget Deal Aimed at EU, Ansa Says
The Italian government will trim its deficit target for next year in its latest proposal that seeks to avoid
European Union sanctions for violating the bloc’s budget rules, the Ansa news agency reported. The government has adjusted the plan to cut its budget deficit target to 2.04 percent of gross domestic product
for next year, down from its initial estimate of 2.4 percent, Ansa reported, citing government officials.

Oil Holds Loss as OPEC Curbs Weighed Against Surging U.S. Supply
Oil held losses near $51 a barrel as investors weighed the effectiveness of OPEC+ coalition’s production
curbs against growing fears of surging American shale supplies. Futures in New York were little changed
after a 2.7 percent loss last week. While working oil rigs in the U.S. fell to the least in eight weeks, the
market continues to grapple with concerns that rising output from the Permian of West Texas and New
Mexico and North Dakota’s Bakken shale fields may quash any price rallies.

It's a Bitter End for Sugar as Investors Line Up for 2019 Losses
Sugar is ending 2018 on a bitter note on signs that a price collapse could get even worse next year. Futures have slumped 17 percent this year, a second straight annual loss, as booming global production
sparked a supply glut. The one thing that kept the rout from being even deeper: robust demand for ethanol in Brazil, the world’s biggest sugar grower and exporter.

India Top Court Puts Fortis Sale on Hold; Shares Plunge
A three-judge panel of the Supreme Court headed by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi halted a stake purchase
in Fortis Healthcare by Malaysia’s IHH Healthcare Bhd., after a plea from Daiichi Sankyo. Fortis shares fall
as much as 14.3%, most intraday since March 28, after court order Daiichi had alleged Fortis founder
Singhs pledged their shares in violation of court orders.
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News Impact
Biggest China EV Charging Network Expects to End Losses in 2018
China’s largest vehicle charging-network builder expects to break even this year as rising use of its poles
in major cities starts to generate income. Qingdao TGOOD Electric Co. Chairman Yu Dexiang said by email
that the company is already profitable in major cities, including Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou. That
would be a reversal after losing about 500 million yuan ($72 million) on the charging network business in
the two years ended in 2017.

Palm Oil Outlook Bullish After Another Horrible Year for Growers
Palm oil bulls are betting on prices to bounce back next year, even though the tropical commodity may
have to endure a rough patch first. Prices have slumped almost 20 percent for a second straight year,
pulled down by rising supplies in the world’s top producers Indonesia and Malaysia, and lackluster demand from the largest users China and India. Stockpiles in Malaysia surged to a record in November, and
may climb further, according Kenanga Investment Bank.

Modi's Pledge on Farm Income Wilts as Crop Prices Drop in India
India’s price support system for a range of crops is failing its most crucial test: shielding farmers from distress sales. Prices of crops such as cereals, oilseeds and pulses are hovering below the government-set
levels in various grain markets across the country. While bumper harvests after a third year of satisfactory rainfall are to blame for the depressed prices, that’s been compounded by the absence of the state’s
backing to ensure guaranteed rates, as announced, for as many as 22 crops.

India May Import Up to 2m Tons/Yr Methanol for 3 Yrs From FY20
Cabinet approval to be sought for methanol economy plan in 3 months; India’s methanol requirement
seen at 10m tons/year by 2022, Niti Aayog member V.K. Saraswat says in New Delhi. India seeks to use 15
stranded gas fields to produce methanol. Coal India has been identifying 14 mines to produce methanol.
By 2022 India will have indigenous coal-to-methanol production.
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Events
CORPORATE ACTION BONUS / RIGHTS / STOCK SPLIT / DIVIDEND / FCCB / M&A / WARRANTS ETC.
Company

Record Date

Ex-Date

Details

RITES Ltd

Cash dividend of INR4.75 effective 27-12-2018

Coal India Ltd

Cash dividend of INR7.25 effective 28-12-2018

Binani Industries Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 24-12-2018

Investment Trust of India Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 26-12-2018

Assam Co India Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 27-12-2018

Monnet Ispat & Energy Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 27-12-2018

Mandhana Industries Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 28-12-2018

Sterling Guaranty & Finance Ltd

Corporate meeting effective 28-12-2018

Domestic Events
 December 28, 2018: India’s Foreign Exchange Reserve for the week ended December 21, 2018.

Global Events
 December 26, 2018: The U.S. MBA Mortgage Application for the week ended December 21, 2018., The U.S. Existing Home Sales for

November 2018., The U.S. Current Account Balance for Q3 2018.
 December 27, 2018: China Industrial Profits for November 2018., Japan Construction Orders for November 2018., The U.S. New Home

Sales for November 2018., The U.S. Initial Jobless Claims for December 22, 2018.
 December 28, 2018: Japan Unemployment Rate for November 2018., Japan Industrial Production and Retail Sales for November 2018.,

The U.S. Pending Home Sales for November 2018.

Source of News : The content may have been taken from The Economic Times, Business Standard, Business Line,
Mint and other leading financial newspapers and financial portals BSE,NSE, Bloomberg, Moneycontrol & others.
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